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Relationships between the structure of a Lie algebra and that of its lattice of 
subalgebras have been studied by several authors; for instance, Kolman ([4] and 
[5J) studied modular, semi-modular and complemented Lie algebras, whilst 
Barnes [2] and Barnes and Wall [l] . investigated lattice isomorphisms between 
Lie algebras. In this paper we determine those Lie algebras which permit dual 
isomorphisms from their lattice of subalgebras onto that of another Lie algebra. 
Analogous questions for groups have been considered (see [7] for some results 
and references). 
One would expect the condition that L have a dual to be very restrictive, 
because the abundance of l-dimensional subalgebras possessed by the dual 
implies the existence of the same abundance of maximal subalgebras of L. We 
shall see that this expectation is realised; over algebraically closed fields of 
characteristic zero, the only Lie algebras permitting dualisms are very close 
to being abelian. If we restrict attention to solvable Lie algebras the conditions 
on the ground field are unnecessary. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, L will denote a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field K, 
and b(L) will denote its Frattini ideal (see [S]). A bijective mapping, S + S*, 
from the lattice of subalgebras of L onto the lattice of subalgebras of a Lie 
algebra E over the same field K is called a dualism if 
and 
(S, v s,)* = s,* n s,* 
(S, n s,)* = s: v s,*, 
for all subalgebras S, , S, of L, where S, u S, denotes the subalgebra of L 
generated by S, and S,; L is called a dual of L. 
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Algebra direct sums will be denoted by 0, whereas direct sums of the vector 
space structure alone will be denoted by -j-. We write ((x1 ,..., x,)) (resp. 
(XI ,**a, x,)) for the subspace (resp. subalgebra) generated by x1 ,..., X, . Our 
notation for the derived algebra of L will be L2. 
If M is a maximal subalgebra of L and MI is a maximal subalgebra of M we 
shall call MI a secon&maximal subalgebra of L. The following very elementary 
result will be useful. 
LEMMA 1. If L is a Lie algebra with dual E, then any,second maximal subalgebra 
of L must be contained inat least two distinct maximal subalgebras of L. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that, if N is a second-maximal subalgebra 
of L, then N* must be at least Sdimensional, and hence contains at least two 
distinct l-dimensional subalgebras. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let L be the 3-dimensional solvable Lie algebra with basis e, , 
es , es such that ere, = es , e1e3 = e,es = 0. Then a simple calculation shows that 
the only maximal subalgebra containing ((es + es)) is ((ea , es)), and so L has no 
dual by Lemma 1. 
Another useful tool is provided by 
LEMMA 3. Let L be a Lie algebra with a dual&. Then b(L) = 0. 
Proof. We need only remark that z is generated by its l-dimensional sub- 
algebras, and these correspond to maximal subalgebras of L. 
COROLLARY 4. A nilpotent Lie algebra L with a dual must be abelian. 
Proof. This is immediate, since +(L) = L2 (see, for example, [6] or [8]). 
The fact that abelian Lie algebras have duals will be proved later. Finally, 
we shall need 
LEMMA 5. Let L be a Lie algebra with a dual z and let A be a minimal abelian 
ideal of L. Then A is 1 -dimensional. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that A* is a maximal subalgebra of E. Let x EJ? 
with x $ A*. Then ((x)) = M* f or some maximal subalgebra M of L. Further- 
more, A g M, since x .$ A *. Hence L = A + M. Now A n M is an ideal of L 
contained in A, and so A n M = A or A n M = {0} by the minimality of A. 
The former would imply that A C M, so we must have A n M = (0). It follows 
that A* u ((x)) = A* u M* = (A n M)* = {0}* = E, and thus that A* is 
maximal in 1. 
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2. SOLVABLE LIE ALGEBRAS WITH DUALS 
Following Kolman ([4]), we call an (n + I)-dimensional (n > 1) Lie algebra 
almost abelian if it has a basis e, , e, ,..., elL such that e,,ei = ei for 1 < i < n, and 
eiei = 0 for 1 < i, j < n. 
We can now classify the solvable Lie algebras over any field which permit 
dualisms. 
THEOREM 6. Let L be a solvable Lie algebra. Then the following are equivalent 
(i) L bus a dual, 
(ii) L is self-dual, 
(iii) L is abelian or almost abelian, and . 
(iv) every subspace of L is a subalgebra of L. 
Proof. That (ii) implies (i) and (iii) mplies (iv) is clear. Itremains to prove 
that (iv) implies (ii) and that (i) implies (iii). 
Suppose that every subspace of L is a subalgebra ofL, and consider the dual 
vector space L1 of L. There is a non-singular linear transformation 8: L1 -+ L. 
If S is a subspace of L, denote by So the annihilator of S in L1, and put S* = 
e(S”). Then it is straightforward to check that the mapping S -+ S* is a dualism. 
Thus L is self-dual, nd(iv) implies (ii). 
We prove that (i) implies (iii) by induction on the dimension of L. It clearly 
holds if L is l-dimensional, so suppose that the result holds for all solvable Lie 
algebras ofdimension less than that of L, where L is solvable with dual ,?. Let A 
be a minimal ideal of L, so that A is l-dimensional (Lemma 5). Put A = ((a)). 
Then L = ((a)) + B f or some maximal subalgebra B of L, since $(L) = 0 
(Lemma 3). Clearly, there is a dualism from L/((a)) to ((a))*. Itfollows from the 
inductive hypothesis that L/((a)), and hence B, is abelian or almost abelian. We
consider these two possibilities separately. 
(a) B is abelian. IfB is l-dimensional the result is clear, so assume that B 
has dimension greater than 1. Let C = {b E B: ba = O}. Then C is non-empty. 
For, there are linearly independent elements b, , b, E B, and b,a = &a, b,a = 
hsu (A, AZ EK). If Xi = 0, then bi E C (i = 1 or 2); if h,h, # 0, then h-lb, -
X-lb, E C. 
Choose c E C. Then L = [((a)) q D] @ ((c)) where D is an abelian subalgebra 
of L. By the inductive hypothesis, ((a)) i D is abelian or almost abelian. Ifthe 
latter holds, D must be l-dimensional, ndL has a basis e, , e, , c such that 
e,e, = e, , e,c = e,c = 0. This is impossible by Example 2. Hence ((a)) i D, 
and thus L, is abelian. 
(b) B is almost abelian. Choose a basis b, , b, ,..., b for B such that 
bob, = 6, for 1 < i < n, b,bj = 0 for 1 < i, j < n, 
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and suppose that ab, = &a, where hi E K for 0 < i < n. Then 
&a = ab, = U(b,bi) = -bo(b$z) - b@o) 
= &boa - &b&z 
= --A&l + X&z = 0 for 1 <i < n. 
Hence XI = 0 for 1 < i < n. 
Clearly ((a,)) is an ideal of L and there is a subalgebra C of L such that L = 
W) i Cl i @nN* BY th e inductive hypothesis we must have that D = 
((a)) i C is abelian or almost abelian. If the former holds we are in case (a) 
again, so assume there is a basis e, , e, ,..., e, for D such that 
e,e, = e, for 1 < i < n, eiei = 0 for 1 < i, j < n. 
Then ei E D2 = ((&a, b, ,..., b,-i)), so put 
n-1 W-l 




e&j = -Boyjhoa + &I C ajib, = ysu + f $A for 1 < j < n, 
i=l i=l 
and so -/30yjXo = yj for 1 < j < n. But we must have ‘y3 # 0 for some 1 <j < n, 
since otherwise ((ei ,..., e,)) = ((b, ..., b -,)). It follows that /I&, = -1; i.e., 
PO = -G1. But then e,a = -/3,&r = a, and eja = 0 for 1 < j < n, showing 
that L is almost abelian. 
3. REDUCTION TO THE SOLVABLE CASE 
In this section we show that, provided we impose conditions on the ground 
field, the only Lie algebras with duals are those found in the previous section. 
THEOREM 7. Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically c osed Jield K of 
characteristic zero, with a dual z. Then L is solvable. 
Proof. As we have seen earlier, if L has a dual, then so does any factor algebra 
of L. It thus suffices to show that there are no simple Lie algebras over K with 
duals. 
So suppose that L is simple and has a dual. We utilize the standard structure 
of L relative to a Cartan subalgebra H and a simple system of roots o(i ,..., q. 
with corresponding basis haI , . . . , ha, for H(see, for instance, [3], pp. 119-123). Put 
iv = (eels ,. . . . e,, , e-al ,..., e-,, , h, ,... , h+>. 
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We shall show that N is second maximal in L and is contained in only one 
maximal subalgebra of L, namely MI = N u {IQ). Suppose that M = N u (z}. 
We may as well also suppose that z = C:=, &es, + $z,~ where /3r ,..., /3, are 
roots with a positive dependence on a1 , and p, hi E K, Ai # 0 for 1 < i < t. 
Choose one of the ,k$‘s with highest level; we can assume that it is /3r .Then 
we can write & = olil + qz + ... + qb where ai1 + ... + ‘Y<~ is a root for 
every m < k. Suppose that the first occurrence of 01~ in this representation of PI 
is 01~~ . Then 
w = (((..(ze-,,k>***) eea6+1) e-J EM. 
But w = /\e,r + it + h for some 0 # X E K, rz E N, h E H, so that w E M implies 
that w1 = XeEI + h E M. Now 
wlecml = Ahal + ve-,, for some v E K. 
Since wlewaI EM, we may infer that ti,, EM. Hence hE, E M and M = Ml . 
The fact hat Ml is maximal in L is proved in [6], p. 418. The result now follows 
from Lemma 1. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A non-split 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra has no 2dimensional subalgebras 
and so is self-dual. This shows that restrictions on the base field are necessary 
for Theorem 7 to hold. However, Kolman ([4]) proves that if L is a modular Lie 
algebra over a field of characteristic zerothen L is abelian, almost abehan or a 
non-split 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra. This prompts the following 
Question. Is it true over more general fields that L having a dual is necessary 
and/or sufficient forL to be modular ? 
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